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INTERNET ARTWORKS, ARTISTS AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS:
SHARING THE CREATIVE PROCESS

Jean-Paul FOURMENTRAUX

Abstract

Internet artwork no longer refers to the concept of a finalized object, but rather to a dynamic process, a collective, open and interactive device. Due to the increasing sophistication of tools, the design of an Internet artwork now requires hybrid skills. The necessary cooperation with computer specialists in order to create suitable programs thus changes the status of the artwork and its author. This paper presents an ethnographic case study of cooperation between a computer programmer and an artist. It examines the processes of shared design, negotiated authorship and artwork appropriation. From an analysis of the means of communication, various technical media and “intermediary tools,” the author focuses on role allocation, task sharing and artwork appropriation as the artwork is modified throughout the creative process.
Collaborative situations between artists and important “extra personnel,” composed of all those who, in various ways, contribute to the realization of the work, are numerous in the history of artistic practice. Although these artworks are the results of collective activity, the different contributions to production are often hidden to benefit the mythical figure of the singular author, the final guarantor for “the cardinal activity of art” [1]. In the case of Net Art, the interactivity postulated as a technical imperative of the work requires computing skills that the artist does not always possess. Computer programmers are needed for the algorithmic programming of the artistic dispositiv[2]. Observation of the spaces of mediation, translation and negotiation enables a better understanding of the ways in which a plan begun through individual initiative can evolve into a shared work. From this point of view, the digital arts involve a simultaneous redefining of an artwork’s localization (i.e. where or what exactly is the artwork?) and of the responsibilities of its authors. Certain questions arise:

• What is it that makes us consider a work of Net Art to be an artwork? How do the perspectives of the artist and the computer programmer differ in terms of what constitutes the artwork?
• How do these different partners proceed to share the activities of conception? What are the tasks attributed to each one at the beginning of the plan? What are the tasks that each one is in charge of in practice? Who is responsible for what? Who is the author?

The following analysis deals with the conception and realization of Des_Frags [3], a project by artist Reynald Drouhin [4] made in association with computer programmer Sebastien Courvoisier at the French International Center of Video Creation (CICV) [5]. The ethnographic observations of the artwork’s conception were conducted primarily through three periods of residential research at CICV. The materials from which these observations are drawn include: an observation report; computer models, diagrams,
interfaces and specification notebooks used by different actors; a series of interviews with the artist and the computer programmer; and all the email conversations that guided the activity of conception. This survey, an unpublished research report, is part of a research contract financed by the Plastics Arts Delegation of the French Ministry of Culture and Communication, from the Contemporary Art and Scientific Culture program.

Des_Frags is an on-line software program that allows users to link a keyword with an image from their hard drive or the Internet. After a period of time, they receive an e-mail containing a mosaic image that is a recomposition of the original image but composed of images found on-line that are related to the user’s chosen word. A study of Des_Frags offers a better understanding of the specificities of flow: The artist returns to the collaborative conditions of the work’s conception and installs, rather than actualizes, a software system. This study focuses on the conception and design of this artwork and on the distribution of roles, allocation of tasks and different perspectives [6] of the work held by the various participants. I take a close look at the role of communication tools in this process, the various technical mediations [7] and intermediary objects [8] mobilized by the different partners to translate their individual interests to their common purpose. These media aids for communication and action can become negotiation partners. They influence the conception process through their anticipation and description values, and also affect the control and authentication of the plan. In order to get closer to these “translation” and “negotiation” processes [9], I have chosen, in this text, to restrict my study to observation of the shared conception of the user interface. Computer programming, ergonomic development, aesthetic coherence and design are concurrently called for in this work of technical and aesthetic production. The sociological aim here is to consider the technical problems and the social contexts together, and to produce both an analysis of aesthetic and/or technical debates and a sociological analysis of the implied actors [10].
BETWEEN PROSCENIUM AND BACKSTAGE:  
THE DISPOSITIV OF NET ART

Des_Frags proposes a dispositiv for, by and with the Internet, one that can only exist and unfurl on-line. This dispositiv is unique to Net Art and requires the use of preexisting elements on the Web (in this case, still images) to compose a mosaic-image.

Des_Frags functions by asking an Internet user to select an initial static image, either from the Internet or from his/her own archives. This original image provides the pattern upon which other images scavenged from the Web are displayed. With the help of a search engine designed for this purpose, the user, or “internaut,” is then asked to collect a large number of other images by using no more than three keywords. These thumbnail images are then incorporated into the final mosaic. The pragmatic conditions under which this process of artistic creation occurs (as well as the strategies and conventions of its design, application and circulation) work to renew the systems, existence and expression of the work of art. What is the artwork in this context? What are its characteristics? Between proscenium and backstage, how is the artwork simultaneously recognized, perceived and activated? The role of the CICV in this collaboration focused on the development of a computer program to gather different, preexisting fragments of Internet applications, and on the conception of the user interface. The interface needed to enable both the search for mosaic images and the submission of the image matrix. This process entails three main stages: (1) The expert evaluation of the artistic plan (its conceptualization); (2) The technical development of the work, encompassing both technical and aesthetic solutions to programming requirements; (3) The valuation/exhibition of the work (its final aim). Each of these stages went through numerous mediations — technical, human, institutional — and indicated a progression in the collaborative process.
Institutional Enrollment in the Project

Drouhin met with the CICV staff before beginning work with Courvoisier alone. This first encounter between the artist and the CICV staff was particularly rich because its main purpose was to make the artist specify the characteristics of a plan that was still being formulated. Little by little, a situation of give-and-take took place between the different partners. On several occasions during the course of the evaluation, the artist was asked to reframe his plan and to make choices that would aid its technical development, just as the artist waited for the computer programmers to tell him the possible options. The artist was compelled, even as he was asking for more information, to come to a decision on various options, to the point that the interactions between artist and programmers became so entangled as to raise questions about who exactly formulated, refined, transformed and/or abandoned the options.

The CICV roots collaborations in an institutional context that contributes to the structuring of activities and thus, by putting the different actors in clearly distinct roles, tends to limit the possible ambiguity of positions. This system defines the identities and roles of each person, makes expectations and purposes clear and highlights potential difficulties. When an entangled web of problems and options (aesthetic, institutional, ethical, technical, etc.) is encountered, resolution in the name of a common purpose is undertaken by some of the actors according to their assigned roles. Not just anybody can ask any question, just as not just anybody can answer any question. The technical partners are “in the service” of the artist’s plan; the artist is the sole designer and legitimate initiator. The different knowledge sets and practices of the various actors are thus inscribed in a history of specialties: art history, and more precisely aesthetic sense, on the one hand and the history of discoveries and technical innovation on the other hand. However, the boundaries between these knowledge sets and practices that appear to be stable and clearly defined are susceptible to contagions in the apparent “immediacy” of concrete collaborations.
The Intermediary Space of the Collaboration

All of these transactions fall within the scope of a shared work space that revolves around an art/technical axis. The transfer of competencies and the translations of knowledge sets and practices occur at the junction of these two domains. Therefore, it was often difficult to separate what were strictly the computer programmer’s concerns from those of the artist. The two partners tried to create an intermediary space of exchange, a territory “in between” where the confrontation of interests and work methods could take place. Even though the institutional context of the exchange acted as a stabilizing influence by separating the expertise and tasks of the collaborators, these same collaborators had to battle with objects and technical devices that nevertheless affected the relationships between collaborators. The interface constituted the support and the medium from which the shared conception went forward. This technical object is here viewed as an “analyzer” — support and mediator — of the conceiving action. In this way the interface acted as a bridge to link the opposing actors and help them.

As design of the interface was the final stage of the project’s conception, its necessary anticipation led the artist and the computer programmer to successively outline intermediary steps. Indeed, as the technical choices were collectively evaluated, kept or dismissed, anticipation of the interface’s uses prompted a listing and definition of its formal parameters and technical options. There was an ongoing negotiation throughout the conception process with regard to the interface’s appearance and the technical requirements of its functions. Two preliminary attempts at designing the interface preceded its final form. The first, initiated by the artist, was strictly functional and clearly imperfect as far as its formal appearance was concerned. This initial model turned out to be too technical and abstract for a novice user. The second attempt was the result of the computer programmer’s work, which redesigned the interface with the double aim of technical experimentation and testing its functionality. This redesign
attempted to give a visual illustration for each of the interactive parameters, so that the user could see an example of the possible results of each interface function.

Courvoisier: There was a moment when a lot of people at the heart of CICV did not really understand the use and meaning of the interface functions and options. It was at that time that I settled on small images, little icons that tried to show, in the easiest possible way, the results that this could give according to the different parameters. Reynald told me that it was something he hadn’t thought about and he’s going to integrate it in the final interface. So there maybe, there’s an influence.

Courvoisier’s initiative went far beyond the strictly technical responsibilities assumed to be those of the computer programmer. His contribution gave not only a technical meaning to the whole interactive process, but also a plastic and visual form that influenced, in an important way, the design of the final interface. However, though the artist seemed receptive to the readability offered by the addition of the illustrative vignettes, he was nevertheless hesitant to use the icons, which he judged too descriptive for each of the functions.

Drouhin: The way the options are set... I don’t think that I’ll present them this way when I redo the interface. He [Courvoisier] didn’t have the vocation either to present things or to draw the interface.... What’s funny is that he did not put it crudely.... He put red characters on a black background...and even if it’s sure that we won’t keep any of these elements, it’s interesting that he presented it this way.... It’s ugly. It’s not a value judgment but.... It’s presented as a technician would do it, there’s no vocation to be aesthetic here.
Drouhin was naturally inclined to retain control of those elements that he perceived as belonging to the field of his own competences. The third and definitive version of the interface was undertaken solely by Drouhin. Its visual design is minimal and sober, consisting of black characters on a white background. The artist conceived each of the menus. The different options are referred to by simple terms, with no descriptive or explanatory overstatement. Nevertheless, the path from the first model to the final version of the interface was the result of a long process of borrowings and shared suggestions, readable through the final, hybrid and collective design (Fig. 1).

The collaborative realization of the artistic and technical interface, both as artwork and tool, led to multiple collective and individual appropriations of the different dimensions of the plan. The different negotiations focused alternately on the aesthetic and technical stakes of the artwork and of the software program; the realization of the interface in its plastic (formal) and technical (functional) dimension; its appearance, ergonomics, options; and finally on the appropriation and signature of the dispositiv. During this conception, in the “in-between” of the exchange, the artwork was truly an unlimited “everything,” invested as much by the artist as by the computer programmer. At the boundaries of the cooperation, interests and motivations were intertwined. The artist became the initiator and discoverer of computer solutions. The computer programmer claimed his creative sense and intervened in aesthetic choices and in the artistic appraisal of the plan and its interface. The compromises negotiated between the artist and the computer programmer were governed by two opposite logics: one of coherence with the artistic plan, its aesthetic concept and visual form, and one of adaptation to technical constraints, feasibility and technical implications.
Fig. 1. Screenshot of the third and final interface of Des_Frags.
(© Reynald Drouhin)
RECONSTRUCTION OF STATUS AND ROLES

If these boundaries of action were crossed during the shared activity of conception, they reappeared in an intensified form in interviews with the artist and the computer programmer post-conception. At the plan’s close, desires and often frustrations reemerged, encouraged by the demand of reflexiveness inherent in an interview format. So, in the “information” column of the Des_Frags site, the status of the collaborators reemerged as delimited and reinforced by a separation and confrontation of points of view (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2. Screenshot of the Des_Frags artistic and technical information. (© Reynald Drouhin)](image)
The artistic information roots the work in art history and artistic practice. The technical information inscribes the dispositiv development in technical innovation and in the history of computer programming. As a result, the various contributions appear more from the angle of complementarity than from one of possible hybridization. This discrepancy of points of view finds its equivalent in differentiated modes of designation of the dispositiv. Des_Frags, following the example of digital creations on the Internet, does not constitute one artwork but several works superimposed upon one another with limited points of interaction. On a first level is the initial concept, where creative intention is translated into the technological substructure through a hidden computer program. On another level the artwork, perceptible as such, is seen through the interface but even more it is lived and performed in its displayed form on-line. On a third level, there is the work as it is acted or perceived as the result of the device implementation via the interface. This multiple and fragmented character of the work promoted different levels of reappropriation by the artist and the computer programmer, various appropriations for each of the multiple dimensions of the device. From the artist’s point of view, the artwork was within this “everything” that makes it possible: not only the idea, the concept, the interface, the engine, but also what the user sends, and the results of this are part and parcel of what the artist calls the plastic plan in its wholeness. Courvoisier, the computer programmer, agreed with the artist about the idea of the work’s plural existence, but he was perhaps more concerned about isolating his own contribution.

Courvoisier: That’s the problem because, in a certain way, we can say we work in an equal way. The work would not exist without the concept that aroused it, but the work would also not exist without the technical equipment that is set to realize it. When you know that it’s the concept that comes before the artwork... At this level we can say that whatever happens, the artist is always the real creator of the
work.... Even if sometimes we can wonder if finally the work is related more to what I did or what he wanted to do?

In other respects, even Courvoisier recognizes Drouhin as the artwork’s initiator, and if he experienced the feeling of producing a program in the service of a work of art, he nevertheless conceived this program from a perspective of autonomy and openness. For the programmer, the program’s requirements of modularity and autonomy are liable to separate the tool from the artwork. The realization of the Des_Frags plan thus promoted both the production of a plastic creation and a computer application, a software tool that could be used again in a different context. The problem of appropriation, implicit throughout the plan’s development, became inescapable when the question of authorship of the artwork intervened at the project’s close. What can the artist claim as his property? If the work is this “everything” that constitutes the whole dispositiv, can the artist, for all that, remain the master of it?

Drouhin: I cannot say that he is a “co-artist” because that’s not his function. He does not present himself this way either. I don’t know how to say it. It’s true that there’s a problem here. If I know what to ask him, I don’t know how to define his position.... But I’m going to put myself above him in the credits, sure, because I initiated the plan and then, at the end, the form it takes. But perhaps I’ll put Sebastien [Courvoisier] above the CICV, I don’t know, or on the same level.... Earlier I didn’t know how to name him because I didn’t want to say “technician.” It doesn’t please me at all. It’s true that it’s rather simplistic and reductionistic in light of the work he’s doing, but we give a greater importance to the one who has the idea and that’s obvious. But as far as the implications and exchanges we have are concerned, he enters the plan here, he gives ideas.
Drouhin’s solution to these questions of authorship was to distribute the different actors and their contributions to the collective conception of the Des_Frags dispositiv along a “tekné/art” axis (Fig. 3). As in film credits, the whole “additional staff” who contributed to the artwork’s realization is mentioned: from the direct actors of the artistic and technical conception to the institutional partners, communication agents and even to me, the sociological researcher, and my research supervisor. In contrast to film credits, the “crew” listings are not meant to be hierarchical but instead are shared on the vertical axis that goes from “tekné (art),” which refers to the...
practices in which artistic conception and technical skills are put on the same level, to the “art (technique),” which refers to the “rules of art,” wherein artistic recognition occurs.

**THE WORK OF ART BEYOND THE INTERFACE**

This article attempts to highlight changes created by the “virtual” and “fragmented” regime unique to information technology and the effects of these changes on the traditional notion of the “work of art.” The Des_Frags project exemplifies how, in this context, the work of art no longer presents the spectator with an ontological entity “already-there,” within which artistic or technical talent and intention have crystallized. As a result, it is clear that, even though the interface is at the center of the artistic creation, it participates in the arrangement and composition of the artwork with the same status as the other elements. The interface functions to create a situation and embodies one of the elements that is part of a wider relationship with other elements such as the artist and the visitor, the computer and its peripherals (screen, keyboard, mouse), the programming algorithm, the source code, and the content’s evolution (the material made available by the artist, brought by the visitor, generated by the machine or the network [11]). In other words, the interface can be regarded as a “body of work” shared by the artist, the machine and the Internet users. The existence of Des_Frags stems from the configuration of different fragments set in a dispositivthat includes a proscenium (the interface), a stage (the matrices, the thumbnails, the ephemeral gallery) as well as a backstage (not only the program, the fragments of preexisting applications, image stocks and search engines, but also the indefinite whole made up of potential images from the network that may be integrated into the system [12]). The concept of artistic dispositiv allows us to think about the superimposition of the different levels of this artwork. Moreover, its heuristic quality comes from its capacity to show the inclination of these various parts to function
autonomously. In this respect, the layout “disposition” refers to the act of arranging the various elements that compose Des_Frags in a certain order; it also designates the result of this action. Understood as a machine and a mechanism, the dispositivsubsumes both the artistic act and its manifestation and, as a result, includes the possibilities of yet other approaches. On-line artworks simultaneously engage an aesthetic of code, an interface design and an art of the (ephemeral) archive. All on-line digital art will conjugate these three enunciative regimes and render available an “applied art” to the public.

This retrospective loop institutes a fully symmetrical distribution of roles for its three partners: the artist and programmer (who initiate and react to the process), the visitor (who actualizes the different versions of the dispositiv), and finally the work of art itself (which un- furls and manifests itself when in contact with the multiple “holds” [13], intentional or automatic). The dispositivs of Net Art contribute to the erasure of the barrier that separates the distinct entities of the producer and the consumer of an artwork. Neither truly rational, nor prohibitively determined, the viewer actively develops possible “holds” into the image and the artwork that he/she will be able to undo or redo. Potentially, this is only visible when actualized or, to use the language of the initiated, “performed.” And in the course of this symmetrical process, the artwork, jointly activated by the program (the machine) and the actors of the interactive process (artist, programmer and user), finds itself capable of new functionalities. This type of artwork embodies the medium, the source of information and the environment where its “interactivities” and “interactions” spread and weave the relationships between the “agents” involved in the creative process.
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